Right Ventricular Involution: Big Changes in Small Hearts.
Before birth, the fetal right ventricle (RV) is the pump for the systemic circulation and is about as thick as the left ventricle (LV). After birth, the RV becomes the pump for the lower pressure pulmonary circulation, and the RV chamber elongates without change in its wall thickness. We hypothesize that the fetal RV may be a model of compensated RV hypertrophy, and understanding this process may aid in discovering therapeutic strategies for RV failure. We performed a literature review and identified pertinent articles from 1980 to present. The following topics were identified to be most pertinent in right ventricular involution: morphologic and histologic changes of the RV, cellular proliferation and terminal differentiation, the effect of stress on RV development, excitation contraction coupling and inotropic response change over time, and the amount of apoptosis through RV development. The RV changes on multiple levels after its transition from systemic to pulmonary circulation. Although published literature has variable results due partly from differences between animal models, the literature shows a clear need for more research in the field.